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IA ALUMS IN BOSTON: AN OPPORTUNITY TO “RECONNECT”
"Thank you for giving us all an
opportunity to reconnect... IA
and Hood House are such a
strong, valuable part of my
UNH experience."
~ Myra Khan ‘07
On May 29, International
Affairs alumni gathered with CIE staff, faculty and special
guests for a memorable evening at the historic Parker House
Hotel in downtown Boston. IA alumni in attendance, who
represented 12 graduation classes from 1987 to 2009,
enjoyed conversation and good food with old friends and
new.
In Attendance
IA alumni attending were Michael Allard ‘07, Chelsea Amato ‘08, Sara Arnoudse ‘08, Raul Bernal ‘03, Michelle Bower ‘09,
James “Skip” Burns ‘04, Stephen Calcavecchia ‘06, Nicole Chalifoux ‘07, Erin Fisher ‘05, Rebecca Foote ‘05, Darragh Gallant
‘97, Michelle Giguere ‘06, Danielle Griffin ‘04, Katrina Elyse Ingraham ‘09, Myra Khan ‘07, Sophia Koustas ‘96, Alex LeBaron
‘07, Elizabeth LeFavour ‘09, Corey Malone ‘09, Michelle Marino ‘08, Maxwell Marquart ‘09, Holli Bessant McCaffery ‘01, Mary
Mihovan ‘08, Anna Mishin ‘04, Maria Mulkeen ‘87, Rachel Olsen ‘04, Michelle Ouellette ‘96, Heather Ridge ‘09, Shaun Seaman
‘07, Jonathan Sherman ‘04, Zachary Tinsley ‘08, Alison Wanta ‘07, and Ari Wertheimer ‘91.
Photos by Natasha Moustache (http://www.natashamoustache.com/)
For more photos, go to 
http://www.unh.edu/cie/alumni/bosslideshow_may09.html.
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Michelle Ouellette ‘96 and Zach Tinsley ‘98
CIE Director Claire Malarte-Feldman
addressing the group
Class of ‘04 members l. to r: Rachel Olsen,
Anna Mishin, Skip Burns and Danielle Griffin
Next for IA alumni:
25th Anniversary celebration in
2010!
This fall, CIE staff, faculty and IA alumni will begin to
make plans for the 2010 celebration of the International
Affairs dual major’s 25th anniversary.
In addition to a reunion gathering, we are considering a
variety of other possibilities which could involve our alumni
-- as conference participants, seminar speakers, other? If you
have ideas, let us know!
Michelle Bower '09 and Heather Ridge '09
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